Overall Objectives

- Increasing mass activity and durability of Pt-based electrocatalysts through the implementation of high surface area extended surface electrocatalysts.

- Optimize fuel cell performance of extended surface electrocatalysts.

- Demonstrate DOE 2020 target performance and durability in fuel cell tests.

Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 Objectives

- Demonstrate an initial performance of $>0.66 \text{ A mg}_{\text{Pt}}^{-1} @ 900 \text{ mV}$ (IR-free) (50% increase over the DOE 2020 Target), and <30% loss in initial mass activity (25% improvement on DOE 2020 Target).

- Develop membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) using novel electrocatalysts that show less than 10% mass activity loss in electrocatalyst support stability tests.

- Go/No-Go decision for annealing. No-go if mass activity gain is less than 10% of unannealed samples and durability gain is less than 25% compared to unannealed samples.

- Demonstrate fuel cell performance using novel electrocatalysts of $0.44 \text{ A mg}_{\text{Pt}}^{-1} @ 900 \text{ mV}$ (IR-free, DOE 2020 Target).

Technical Barriers

This project addresses the following technical barriers from the Fuel Cells section (3.4.4) of the Fuel Cell Technologies Office Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan:

(A) Durability (of catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies)

(B) Cost (of catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies)

(C) Performance (of catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies)

Technical Targets

This project synthesizes novel extended thin film electrocatalyst structures (ETFECS) and incorporates these catalysts into electrodes with and without carbon for further study. The project has targets outlined in the Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan for both electrocatalysts for transportation applications (Table 3.4.13) and MEAs (Table 3.4.14). The specific targets and status of highest relevance are presented in Table 1.

**TABLE 1. Technical Targets for Electrocatalysts for Transportation Applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>2017/2020 Targets</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass Activity (150 kPa H2/O2 80°C 100% relative humidity) A/mg-Pt @ 900mV</td>
<td>0.44/0.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro catalyst support stability</td>
<td>% mass activity loss</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss in initial catalytic activity</td>
<td>% mass activity loss</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FY 2014 Accomplishments

- Go decision for annealing as a method to improve catalyst activity.

- Demonstrated mass activities of ETFECS as high as 2,400 mA mg_{Pt}^{-1} @ 900 mV in rotating disc electrode (RDE) tests.
• Reduced leaching of the Ni template by annealing catalyst in oxygen (<2% following break-in, <2% following durability in RDE half-cells).

• Demonstrated ETFECS with mass activities (RDE) prior to and following durability testing of 1,963 and 1,564 mA mg$_{Pt}$\textsuperscript{$-1$}. The initial activity represents a 446% increase over the DOE 2020 target and the final activity was a 20% loss from initial activity (355% increase over the DOE 2020 target).

• Demonstrated fuel cell mass activity using ETFECS 50% higher than that of Pt/C baseline materials.

• Demonstrated greatly improved durability using ETFECS when exposed to carbon corrosion cycling.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional nanoparticle Pt/C electrocatalysts (2–5 nm) used in automotive fuel cells appear to have plateaued in terms of electrochemical area and catalytic activity. ETFECS offers the possibility of higher specific activities, comparable to that of bulk poly-Pt. ETFECS materials formed by direct deposition traditionally exhibit lower electrochemical surface areas (ECAs), and lower mass activities; synthesis by galvanic displacement, however, has in cases allowed for a thriving of the noble metal layer, and for ECAs comparable to conventional nanoparticle catalysts. Although these materials exceed the 2020 activity target following durability testing (in RDE half-cells), durability are somewhat limited by the high template metal (Ni, Co) content which is more susceptible to leaching. By investigating post-synthesis processing conditions, we expect to: form Pt Ni alloys with improved specific activity (comparable to that observed in the Pt Co system); to minimize leaching during electrochemical testing; and to improve retention of ECA and activity following durability testing.

APPROACH

Our overall approach is towards developing extended surface Pt catalysts with high mass activity and durability, and incorporating these structures into robust, high-efficiency MEAs. This approach has focused on the synthesis of novel ETFECS formed by spontaneous galvanic displacement, specifically with Ni and Co templates. These materials have demonstrated high specific activity and durability, as well as surface areas significantly larger than traditionally found in extended surface Pt catalysts (3M [1], others [2]). In our work, we examine post-synthesis annealing in oxygen to improve catalyst durability and annealing to improve activity, potentially by an alloying effect.

RESULTS

We have completed detailed studies on Co nanowires (NWs) galvanically displaced with Pt, shown in Figure 1. This completed the study initially presented in FY 2013, by examining additional compositions or degrees of partial displacement. Pt-coated Co NWs reached a mass activity of 800 mA mg$_{Pt}$\textsuperscript{$-1$} at a Pt composition of 5.5 wt%. These materials, however, produced significantly lower ECAs (30 m$^2$ g$_{Pt}$\textsuperscript{$-1$}) than the Pt-Ni system and the gains in activity are therefore primarily due to the specific activity. This improvement was also correlated to Pt lattice compression, where the specific activity generally increased with an increased degree of alloying (at lower Pt content). Following durability testing (30,000 cycles, 0.6–1.0 V in RDE), these materials exceeded mass activities of 600 mA mg$_{Pt}$\textsuperscript{$-1$}. Future work will focus on improving the retention of activity (and ECA) following durability testing by post synthesis processing (as completed in FY 2014 on Pt-Ni NWs).

We have examined annealing of Pt-Ni NWs in oxygen to reduce Ni leaching during electrochemical testing and to improve the retention of activity following durability testing. As shown in Figure 2, annealing in oxygen significantly reduced Ni leaching. At a temperature of 200°C, less than 2% of the Ni was lost into the RDE electrolyte (<4% total including durability testing). At this temperature, the initial activity of the Pt-Ni NWs was slightly reduced but the retention of activity (and ECA) dramatically improved. As shown in Figure 2, the ECA of Pt-Ni NWs (200°C) improved in durability testing (3%); the mass activity increased as well (6%).

Novel, next-generation Pt NWs (NG Pt NWs) were also synthesized in FY 2014. As shown in Figure 3, catalysts were produced with mass activities as high as 2,400 mA mg$_{Pt}$\textsuperscript{$-1$}, a 5x improvement over the 2020 DOE target. These novel
catalysts also showed the ability to maintain performance following potential cycling. The catalyst shown in Figure 3 with an initial activity of 1,963 mA mgPt⁻¹ (446% increase over the DOE 2020 target in RDE half-cells) demonstrated a final activity of 1,564 mA mgPt⁻¹ (20% loss from initial activity, 355% increase over the DOE 2020 target in RDE half-cells).

We have substantially increased our efforts to demonstrate our novel materials in fuel cell testing. We have scaled up synthesis and explored different fabrication routes. Figure 4 shows polarization curves and loadings for four different fuel cell tests. Pt/C has been included as a baseline comparison. The fuel cell performances presented represent improvements over time in both the catalysts themselves and in our ability to fabricate improved performance MEAs. The NG Pt NW MEA shows increased performance compared to Pt/C, in spite of lower catalyst loading, and all Pt NW samples show significantly improved durability when evaluated by potential cycling in the region of carbon corrosion. The observed Pt NW MEA performances are still far below the observed properties of RDE tests. The difference in performance is most pronounced at high voltage where the Pt NW samples.

**FIGURE 2.** Percent loss of Ni (following RDE break-in and durability testing) as a function of annealing temperature in oxygen. ECA of catalysts (Pt Ni NWs annealed and untreated, Pt nanoparticles supported on high surface area carbon, Pt/HSC) as a function of a durability cycle.

**FIGURE 3.** ECA and specific activities (is) summary of past synthesis routes and currently developed materials (NG Pt NW), lines of constant mass activity shown for DOE 2020 target, and 2 and 4 times the DOE 2020 target.

**FIGURE 4.** Fuel cell polarization curves of Pt NWs compared to Pt/C baseline material.
demonstrate lower specific activities than anticipated relative to lower voltage operation.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

The project has synthesized many novel catalysts using materials, geometries, and approaches not previously demonstrated. We improved upon the activity of Pt Ni NWs reported in FY 2013, reaching mass activities of 2,400 mA mg^{-1}. We have further demonstrated ETFECS catalysts with a high initial mass activity (2,400 mA mg^{-1}) and a high level of activity following durability testing (20% loss). Our efforts going forward will seek to further increase catalyst activity and optimize MEA performance in order to maintain RDE activity in fuel cell tests by focusing on the following.

- **Electrocatalyst synthesis:**
  - Focus on durability and the role of transition metals.
  - Continued investigation of oxide layer role in passivation of transition metal components.
  - Selective removal of transition metals to limit impact of performance loss.

- **Fuel cell studies:**
  - Optimization of fuel cell performance (ECA) using ETFECS with a focus on catalyst ink dispersions and composition.
  - Isolation of overpotential losses in MEA electrodes made with ETFECS materials (separation of mass transfer, ohmic, kinetic losses).
  - Durability studies to quantify and reduce impact of performance loss with specific emphasis on transition metal leaching.
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